
BATTLEGEAR

Projectile Weapon 8 Red

One-Handed

You gain the following activated abilities:

* Stunt: You may call 'YOU: HA!'

[T] Stunt, 1M: You may call 'YOU: POW!'

[T] Stunt, 3M: You may call 'YOU LOT: POW!'

Heavy Projectile Weapon 8 Red

Two-Handed

You gain the following activated abilities:

* Stunt: You may call 'YOU: HA!'

[T] Stunt, 1M: You may call 'YOU: POW!'

[T] Stunt, 2M: You may call 'YOU LOT: POW!'

Ironmind Helm 8 Blue

Accessory

When you are targeted by a 'GET SOME' call, you may spend 2M and call 'PING!'.

If you do, you may ignore the effect of the call.

Thunder Caster 8 Red

Accessory

[T] Stunt, 2M: You may call 'YOU: POW!'

Sombre Outfit 8 Blue

Outfit

When you are targeted by a 'GET SOME' call, you may call 'PING!'.

If you do, you may ignore the effect of the call.

HEXES

You Should Know Better! 2 Green

Card [Hex]

If this Hex has been used on you, carry it until it has been Sundered. You experience the following effects:

* You feel introspective, and your faith in your values has been shaken.

* You cannot place any Qualities at the Geomantic Tables.

INFUSIONS

Infusion of Bitterness 2 Red

Infusion

You will receive five 'Infusion of Bitterness' items if you create this. Each has the following effects:

* Remove any effects from other Infusions.

* For the next 30 minutes, you feel insensitive to your own physical and mental suffering.

[B] The first time in the next 30 minutes that you are targeted by a 'FZAM!' call, you may call 'PING!'.

If you do, you may ignore the special effect of the call.

KNOWLEDGE

 



QUALITIES

Creation 2 Green

Card [Quality, Positive]

[Chosen description, no longer than 20 words]

+1 Blue mana generation

Exploitation 8 Blue

Card [Quality, Negative]

[Chosen description, no longer than 20 words]

-1 Green mana generation

[Chosen character] can collect Green mana from this territory

Masterpiece 6 Green

Card [Quality, Positive]

[Chosen description, no longer than 20 words]

+1 Blue mana generation

SOULFORGING SEEDS

Mechanical Seed 16 Blue

Card [Soulforging Seed]

This seed is required for the Mechanical soulforge.

TETHER HOOKS

Tutelage Hook 2 Blue

Card [Tether Hook]

This Hook can be used to forge a Tutelage with a person of your choice. They need to consent.
 


